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By means of digital simulation, the saturation of threshold-type responses has been
observed with a model system composed of several emzymatic  reactions (Okuyama et
al.. 1977). The model included rate constants which depended upon the product con-
c e n t r a t i o n :
In the present study, this dependency was eliminated in order to simplify the model,
bu t  the sa tu ra t ion  was  a t t a ined  aga in . It was found that a feed-forward circuit,
w h i c h  was still set in tht: simplifed model, played an important role in establishing
the saturated state. In order to sexrch the  molecular  mechanism of  the  feed-for-
ward loop, it was assumed that the loop was composed of a
between active and inactive forms of an enzyme. Contrary
uration of threshold-type response was achieved only when
above  enzymxtic  system favored grrntly  thr inactive form.

INTRODUCTION

subsystem equilibrating
to  expec ta t ion ,  the sat-
the, equ i l ib r ium of  the

Threshold behavior in response to input information has been found in
many biological processes and tried to clarify in many different ways. For ex-
ample, Nimmo and Bauermeister (1976) recently proposed a cyclic model for
drug-receptor interaction, in which receptors were thought of as being present
in either of two states, an active conformation (R) or an inactive one (T),
and showed a sigmoidal relationship between the concentration of the drug
(X) and the maximum response (R.;Y,:,,)  under limited conditions. Lewis et
al. (1977) studied many pattern-forming processes in development in relation
to the threshold concentration of positional information, and reported that a
simple kinetic model based upon positive feedback could account both for mem-
ory and for discontinuity in the pattern of cell states. For an enzymatic
reaction an allosteric mechanism (Monod et al., 1965) and an analogous model
(Walter et al., 1967) have been proposed in order to explain the sigmoidal re-
lationships between the concentration of substrate and the fractional satura-
tion of enzyme with the substrate.

In the previous paper from our laboratory (Okuyama et al., 1976),  it was
reported that a threshold-type response was obtained by digital simulation of
an enzymatic reaction system which was derived from a model previously pro-
posed by LiEko (1972). Moreover, the saturated state could be attained in the
threshold-type response by the model modified to contain two feedback loops and
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a feed-forward circuit (Okuyama et al., 1977). The effects of the feed-forward
path on the saturation of the response were larger than those of the feedback
loops because of the saturation of product concentration with input. There-
fore, in the present study the model was simplified by eliminating the feedback
paths. By this model the saturated state of threshold-type response could also
be attained. Furthermore, it  was tried to replace feed-forward path by a
simple enzymatic equilibrium subsystem, and the latter subsystem was charac-
terized by simulation in order to obtain an insight into the molecular mecha-
nism of the feed-forward reaction.

COMPUTATION

Simulation by means of a digital computer was performed with Models S and
T shown in Fig. 1. Model A in Fig. 1 was the same as step IV in the previ-
ous paper (Okuyama et al., 1977),  and showed a sigmoidal relationship between
an initial concentration of X (X0) and a steady-state value of Y (YJ. Model
S is designed as a simplified form of Model A, in which the feed back loops were
eliminated, and Model T contains a subscheme replacing the positive feed-for-
ward in Model S. It was assumed that the enzyme in the subscheme has both
an inert form (E,) and an active form (E,,). The inert enzyme is converted
into the active form by stimulation due to X. The active enzyme promotes
the consumption of Y and then transforms spontaneously into the inert form.

I k7
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Fig.  1.  Model  systems used in the previous  s t u d y
present study (a), (3).

( 1 )  a n d  used i n  t h e

The rate equations for Model A can be written as follows :

MODEL i
(3)

dY(f)
dt ~= (p-h,P(t))x,,~k,E(t)Y(t)  +k?C(t) -4{w(t)~,)XoY(t) /

‘q  =k,E(t)Y(t)  -k,C(t) -k;C(t)
I

I (1)
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dE(t)
d t = -k,E(t)Y(t) +k,C(t) +k::C(t)

dPdt(f)  L-kg(t)  -k,P(t)
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where X(t) was assumed to be kept at its initial concentration as has been
shown in the previous paper (Okuyama et al., 1976). The initial concentra-
tions were assumed to be Y(0) = C(0) =P(O)  =0 and E(0) -0. 2 in arbitrary
units. The values of rate constants were chosen as follows : p=l. 0, q=O.  05,
k,=400.0,  k,=35.0, k,=5.0,  k,=2.0,  k,=O. 1, kg=l.O, Ii;=:1.0 ( a r b i t r a r y  u n i t s ) .
These values were the same as those used in computation of Step IV and
gave a saturated threshold (curve B) in the previous paper.

For Model S, the rate equation of the Y concentration is written as,

dp =k&-k,E(t)Y(t)  +k,C(t) -qkq-‘ioY(t> (2)

and the other rate equations are the same

k, ~=p-k,P(t)

k,==k,P(t)k,

If equation (3) is established, Models A

as those for Model A.

I (3)

and S may have the same response
to input information. Substituting the P, value (which was the calculated
steady-state value of product P for Model A) for P(t) in equation (3) yields the
k,, and k,, values for each input. From the results obtained, approximated
values of k,-1.  0 and k, =O. 5 were adapted for numerical calculation of the
rate equations for Model S. The threshold 0 did not change because fi==zk,-
1. 0 and O=k,E,/p=k,~E,,/k,=l.  0.

The rate equations on Y, E,, and E, for Model T may be written as

d~;t)=k,X-k,E(t)Y(t)  +k&(t) -k,,E,(t)Y(t)  ’

@, (0
r/f

--k,,~,(f)X~,+kl.E,(t)

~~-k,,Ei(f)X~-Ir,.E,,(t)

The other rate equations were the same as those for Model A. The additional
initial concentrations were assumed to be E,(O) =O. 2 and E,(O) =0 in arbitrary
units. From equations (2) and (4), it is expected that Model T would behave
in the same manner as Model S, if it is assumed that the following relation-
ship holds always true.

k&,(t)  =qk,X, (5)

In Model T, simulations were performed with changing the value of equi-
librium constant K
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at k,=l. 0 as above, in order to obtain a relationship among the values of K,
Eam,  Y,, and X0. From the results, the value of k,, was obtained from equa-
tion(5) using the value of E,, at X,=10  for each value of K and k,=O. 5. Then
computations were performed for each set of K and k,, and the relationships
between X0 and Y, in Model T were compared with those between X, and Y,
in Model S.

The numerical solutions of the differential equations were obtained by the
program of the modified Fowler-Warten  method which included the restriction
of non-negative concentrations of reactants (Aso et al., 1977).  The “factor”
in this program was fixed at 100 from preliminary experiments.

All computations were performed by a FACOM 230-75  digital computer in
the Computer Center of Kyushu University.

RESULTS

Relation between Model A and Model S
As described above (see Computation), the k,, and k,, values were obtained

from P, calculated for each of arbitrarily given X0 values. The results
are shown in Table 1. The computed results for Model S with approximated
values of k,=l. 0 and k,=O. 5 are shown by curve S in Fig. 2, together with the
results obtained for Model A (curve A). The latter is the same as curve B in
the preceding paper (Okuyama et al., 1977). For the P,- value, curve S coin-
cided approximately with curve A. On the other hand, the two curves for the
Y, value were roughly in parallel with each other in the range of X, .= 3.5.
As a whole, it is concluded that Models A and S behave similarly.

Effects of K on Model T

For Model T, the relationships between E,, and the input concentration
were studied with changing K values with fixing the k, value at 1.0. The
results are shown in Fig. 3-a. When K was 0. 1 or above, the calculated E,,
value soon attained a saturated state, whereas under the conditions with K;
0. 01, E,, depended upon the input X0 linearly. Consequently, in the latter

X0 P, k,,==p-  k,P, kg, m=  k,P,k,

0. 5 0. 24 0.98 0. 24
1. 0 0. 46 0.95 0. 46
2.0 0. 50 0. 95 0. 50
3. 5 0. 50 0.95 0. 50
G. 0 0. 50 0. 95 0. 50

10.0 0. 50 0.95 0. 50
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Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated results for Model S (curve S) with those
of curve A. Solid line is the Y, value and broken line is the P_ va lue .
Curve  A, p=l.O,  k,=O.  1. k,=l.O  and k? =l.O ; curve S, k,=l.O and kg =O. 5 .
T h e  o t h e r  p a r a m e t e r s  w e r e  : 9=0.05,  k,=400.0, kz=35.0,  k,=5.0  and k,=
2.0.

(b)
Fig. 3. Computed results for Model T with the changing K value. Curve
B, K= 10-s ; curve C, K=O. 5 x 10-z ; curve D, K=lO-2  ; curve E, K=O. 2 x 10-i ;
curve F, K=1/3 x 10-l  ; curve G. K=lO-1  ; curve H, K=O. 2 ; curve I, K=l. 0 ;
c u r v e  J .  K=lO.O.  T h e  o t h e r  p a r a m e t e r s  w e r e  : k,=400.0,  k,=35.0,  k,=
5.0, k,=2.0, k8=l.0  and k,,=l.O.
(a )  A re la t ionship  be tween  Earn and X0.
(b)  A re la t ionship  be tween Y, and X0.

case the ratio X,/E,,  had a value regardless of the input X0 but unique for K .
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Relation between K and Y,
T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  b e t w e e n  Y, a n d  K  a r e  s h o w n  i n  F i g .  3 - b .  W h e n  K

was at  the level  of  lOV, the initial slope (at X,=1) w a s  s h a r p  a n d  t h e  c u r v e
gradually approached to a  saturated s tate . As the K value increased,  the ini-
tial slope of the curve became more gentle, causing a situation that the satu-
rated s tate  was not  real ized in the examined region of  X0.

Fig. 4. Computed results for Model T with various sets of K and k , , .
Curve B, K=l  and k,,-1.37  ; curve C,K=lO-1  and R,,=Z. 5 ; curve D, K=lP
and k,,,=l4 ; curve  E ,  Ii-0.5~10-2 and k,,=25 ;  curve F, K=10-3  and k,,=
125 ; curve G, K=lO-”  and k,,=1250  ; curve H, K=lO-5  and k,,=12500. The
other parameters were the same as those in Fig. 3.

Relation between K and klo

By fixing the k, value at  0 .5  and by subst i tut ing the E,, v a l u e s ,  w h i c h
were calculated under  the condi t ions with X,=10  and varying K va lues ,  i n to
e q u a t i o n  (5), the values of k,, were obtained. Then simulation was performed
for  Model  T by using each set  of  K a n d  k,,. The resul ts  are  shown in Fig.
4 .  A p p r o x i m a t e l y  s a t u r a t e d  c u r v e s  w e r e  o b t a i n e d  w h e n K 2 lo-’ (see curves
D to H). The curves in the range of K 2 10d4 in Model T  ( c u r v e s  G  a n d  H

0 2 4 6 8 10

x,

Fig. 5. Computed results for Model T with the changing k,, value and a
fixed value of K=O.  5 x 10m2. Curve B, k,,=20 ; curve C. k,,=25 ; curve D,
k,,=30 ; curve E. k,,=40 ; curve F, k,,=50 ; curve G, k,,=60;  curve H, k,,=
80. The other parameters were the same as those in Fig. 3.
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in Fig. 4) agreed precisely with the calculated curve for Model S (curve S in
Fig. 2).

With a K value below lOP, the k,, value obtained from equation (5) ex-
ceeded lo5 ; these values seem to be abnormally high for an enzymatic system.

Effects of k,,

The effects of k,, values on the threshold curve under a fixed value of K
=O. 005 (k,,=O. 1 and k,,=ZO.  0) are shown in Fig. 5. All the curves obtained
here had the same value of 1.0 for the threshold, and were substantially sat-
urated. The relationship k,, 0~ l/Y, holds when X0 was 3.5 or above.

DISCUSSION

As is evident from Table 1 and Fig. 2, the P, value was saturated with
X0 in the region of X, > 2.0 and hence the relation k, m k, was realized in-
variably with a proportional constant of k,P, = 0.50. If k, is fixed at 0.95,
equations (1) and (2) would agree precisely at X, 2 2. 0. The values of k,,
and k,, were in the range of 0.95 (k+( 0.98 and 0.24 Sk,, .< 0.50 (Table 1) ;
these values were approximated as k,=l. 0 and k,=O.  5 in order to be used for
simulation of Model S. This approximation may cause a slight difference be-
tween curves A and S (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the fundamental behavior of
Model S was consistent with that of Model A. Therefore, it seemed quite rea-
sonable to simplify and rewrite Model A into Model S in order to investigate
the mechanism responsible for the saturated threshold responses.

As to Model T, the relation of E, 0~ X0 was maintained under the condi-
tions with KSO. 01 as shown in Fig. 3-a, and similar (or the same) results as
those for Model S were obtained as illustrated in Fig. 4 (curve D-H). Accord-
ingly, provided that 1OP 2 K ( lo-‘, Model T can be considered to serve as
a practical model for study of feed-forward mechanism included in Model S.
Moreover, also in the above region of K, with X0 > 2.0 and with other param-
eter values used in the present study, the following relationship is established
from equations (l),  (2) and (4) :

ho = k, 0~ k,

and this relation would be confirmed by combining Fig. 10 of the previous pa-
per (Okuyama et al., 1977) with Fig. 5 of the present paper.

From the above results, Model T is considered to be one of the model sys-
tems that can generate threshold responses and saturation in purely chemical
reactions. Model T comprises a feed-forward composed of an equilibrating
enzyme system and it is reasonable to expect that in order to get more effec-
tive feed-forward producing the saturation, a larger value is desirable for the
equilibrium constant K. Nevertheless, contrary to this expectation, our results
show that K must be as small as possible for realizing the saturated threshold
response.
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